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Adb platform tools xda

If you've followed our tutorial on how to set up the adb and fastboot platform tools on your computer, it can be annoying to have to navigate to a folder every time, especially if you use the tool fairly often. The need to copy files to the Platform Tools folder is also annoying whenever you want to flash things on your device. For me it's frustrating as I use SSD and I don't like having to copy my files to my
Platform Tools folder, and then delete them afterwards. However, you can run the Adb or fastboot tool from any library on your Windows or Linux computer, so you never have to change libraries to run any commands. What is the PATH system variable? Windows uses PATH to specify the location of important executable files. Typically, these files are files that are located in the system directories, such as
C:\Windows and C:\Windows\system32. That's why you can type from a command-line account to activate a calculator, but not Chrome to launch Google Chrome. This variable is sometimes changed by applications when they are installed, such as Java. Java adds itself to a PATH variable in the installation, which means that you can use Java from any directory. This design is useful for people who use
Java applications so that the program does not have to try hard code code in a Java location. We will modify the PATH system variable to allow us to use adb or Fastboot anywhere on our Windows computer. PATH is also available on Linux and typically contains the Slim and Sabine libraries. I will cover how to add the platform tool to the Linux path changer too. Note: Both tutorials require access to the
manager/his/her secret. Adding to Windows has two methods. I strongly suggest the first, but both work fine and the second is better if you plan to use a PATH variable a lot. Adding adb and Fastboot to Windows PATH (Method 1)This option doesn't really add it to the Windows PATH variable for itself, but adds it more to a folder that's already in the PATH variable. Simply copy .exe, fastboot.exe,
AdbWinApi.dll and AdbWinUsbApi.dll C:\Windows and you're good to go. You should be able to run Adb and fastboot from the command line now. This is by far the easiest method, the stupidest proof of this definition. If for some reason this does not work, follow method 2.Add adb and Fastboot to Windows PATH (Method 2)Step 1 in windows explorer reference and right-click My Computer. Select
Properties and you'll be greeted with a screen that displays certain system information. Step 2 Select Advanced System Settings. Step 3Select Environment Variables Step 4 Find and double-click the variable named Path. Step 5Click Browse and navigate to the folder where you extracted your ADB files. Next ok from all Windows you have open. Start PowerShell or a new command prompt and type adb to
make sure the location is added. Other than, reboot the computer and try again. Please make sure before you click Browse that there will be no field highlighted. If a field is highlighted, you will eventually replace it. Click anywhere in Contains no value to ensure that you do not replace a field. Adding adb and Fastboot to Linux PATHI will be using Ubuntu for this tutorial, using only a command line. You can
edit the .bashrc file using a GUI interface, but you'll need to navigate to the root of your home directory and press Ctrl+H. Make sure you download and extract the platform tools. Step 1This is the path of the extracted ADB tool. For me, I extracted them to/home/person/adb/platform-tools. Step 2 You will need to edit your .bashrc file and return to your home directory and run the following command
command.sudo nano .bashrc if you prefer to use vi or gedit you can instead. Step 3Wed the next line to the end of the .bashrc file. Be careful editing this file, don't add anything else or change anything else.export PATH=${PATH}:/home/YOUR-USERNAME/path/to/adband typeadb to check if it works. Now you're done, now you should be able to just execute the adb or fastboot commands from anywhere on
a Windows or Linux computer. As I said, it's very useful and also allows for better organization so that you don't have to put all your viewed files in the same folders. The ADB represents an Android debugging bridge and it basically only allows you to send commands to your device. A common misconception is that the ADB is only useful when combined with a root approach, but there is much you can do
with unclothed devices. You can bring system UI receiver options to non-inventory devices, force Immersive mode throughout the system, adjust the navigation bar, and more. Google makes it easy to run the ADB quickly. We'll show you how to do it. Download SDK Platform ToolsADB is a small packed Android SDK tool as part of a platform tool. Users were required to download the entire SDK (which is
very large) just to use the ADB, but Google now allows users to download only the platform tool.Enable USB debugging now we have to do some things on your Android device. First, you'll need to enable the secret developer options. Skip this step if you've already activated Options.Open SettingsSroll down to the system (skip to step 3 on pre-Android Oreo devices)Select About phoneTap Build 7 times in
quick succession (some phones have been buried this under Software Details)You'll see a message that says key options are now available to come back and you'll see key options listed with it out of the way, we can enable USB debugging. Settings open Switch to Options &gt; System or just options for developersGloll until you find a USB debuggingGet the switch Will buckle everything together We have
an ADB downloaded on your PC and your Android device is To get instructions. Now is the time to put it all together and run your first ADB command. Connect your Android device to your computer using a USB cable The USB mode must be PTP for the ADB to work. You can usually change this from the message shadow from a few to enable USB debugging if a pop-up appears Open the platform-tools
folder on your computerShift+right-click and select Open Command Prompt hereAdb devices and Press EnterYou should see a list of attached devices Now you can enter ADB commands! How to use ADB or Fastboot from any library on a Windows/Linux computer If you have followed our tutorial on how to set up the adb and fastboot platform tool on your computer, it can be annoying to have to navigate to
the folder every time, especially if you use the tool quite often. Having to copy files to a Platform Tools folder is also annoying whenever you want... Recently here at XDA we have been writing a number of tutorials to show you how to access certain features of the Android platform that are simply not visible to the user. These were usually done with the help of some Android Debugging Bridge (ADB)
commands, a tool that Google offers developers to debug different parts of their apps or system, but which we can use for all sorts of neat and hidden tricks. Using the command line is not something everyone is comfortable with, though, so in trying to teach everyone how to do these tweaks (no matter what skill level you're at), we've been including some basic steps on how to install an ADB in each of our
trainings if necessary. Well, our number of tutorials has swelled in quantity lately, so we decided to take these steps out of future training to prevent redundancy. However, we still want any future tutorials we write to be easy to understand for as many people as possible, so that will be the point of today's guide. Having a dedicated step-by-step tutorial on how to install and set up an ADB on your computer
(no matter which operating system you're using) would be great for those who might not have set it up already. This will also include a link to this guide in future tusies that we write that require an ADB to be installed and installed on your computer. So when one of our new tutorials comes out requiring an ADB, you can click through the link to learn how to install ADB or you can just ignore it and go to the
next level. Since the ADB can be used on a variety of operating systems, we will cover some basic instructions for Windows, macOS and Linux.How to set up the Android Debugging Bridge (ADB)Note: Setting up an ADB on a computer is only half the equation since you will also need to do some things on your smartphone or tablet to get the ADB commands. Set up a phone And launch the Settings app
on your phone. Tap the About Phone option usually near the bottom of the list (it's hidden behind the System option in the latest version of Google Android Oreo). Then tap Option number 7 times to enable key mode. You'll see a toast message when it's done. Now return to the main settings screen and if you check a new menu of developer options that you can access. Go there and enable THE USB
debug mode option. You're partially done with the phone setup process. Next up, you'll need to scroll down and follow the rest of the instructions for your specific operating system. Install a Microsoft Windows ADB Download the ADB ZIP file for WindowsExtract The contents of this ZIP file to an easily accessible folder (such as C:\adb)Open Windows Explorer and locate where you extracted the contents of
this ZIP file Below open a command prompt from that binary ADB directory. You can do this by holding Down Shift and right-clicking inside the folder, and then click the Open command prompt here option. (Some Windows 10 users may see PowerShell instead of the command line. Connect your smartphone or tablet to your PC using a USB cable. You should see a request to allow or deny access to #6
USB debugging. Now go ahead and start modding your phone by following our extensive list of tutorials! How to install ADB on macOS Download the ADB ZIP file for macOSExtract ZIP to an easily accessible location (like the desktop For example). Open Terminal.To Browse to the folder where you extracted the ADB, enter the following command: cd /path/to/extracted/folder/For example, on my Mac it
was:cd /Users/Doug/Desktop/platform-tools/Connect the device to the Mac with a compatible USB cable. Change the USB connection mode to File Transfer Mode (MTP).. This isn't always required for any device, but it's best to just leave it in this position so you don't have any problems. Once the console is in the same folder that ADB tools are in, you can execute the following command to run the ADB
daemon: adb devices and your device, you will see enable USB debugging request. Allow the connection. Finally, reenter the command #7. If everything worked out, you should now see the device serial number in the MacOS console window. Congrats! You can now run any ADB command on your device! Now go ahead and start modding your phone by following our extensive list of tutorials! How to
install ADB on Linux Download the ADB ZIP file for LinuxExtract ZIP to an easily accessible location (like the desktop An example). Open a console window. Enter the following command: cd /path/to/extracted/folder/change the directory to where you extracted the ADB files. For example: cd /Users/Doug/Desktop/platform-tools/Connect the device to the Lynx facility using your USB cable. Change the
connection mode to File Transfer Mode (MTP). It's not always necessary for any device, but it's recommended so you're not having problems. Once the console is in the same folder that ADB tools are in, you can perform the following command to run daemon ADB: adbBack devices on your smartphone or tablet device, you will see a request asking you to enable USB debugging. Come on, give it up.
Finally, reenter the command #8. If everything succeeded, you must now see the serial number of the device in the console window output. Congratulations! You can now run any ADB command on your device! Now go ahead and start modding your phone by following our extensive list of tutorials! Some Linux users should be aware that there can be an easier way to install the ADB on their computer. The
guide above will definitely work for you, but those who own Debian or Fedora/SUSE-based distro of Linux can skip steps 1 and 2 of the guide above and use one of the following commands . . . Debian-based Linux users can type the following command to install the ADB: sudo apt-get install adbFedora/SUSE-based Linux users can type the following command to install ADB: Sudhu Yum install Android-
tools just to cover all our bases here, Linux users may need to be put ./ Against ADB commands we list in future training. It's something likely known by every Linux user already, but again, we want as many people as possible to figure out how to make these tweaks for Android no matter how much of your operating system you know. Bonus: For those who want to take it a step further, you can follow this
new tutorial that we put together that will go to you through the ADB setting so you can use the command from any library on the Windows or Linux desktop. Desktop.
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